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When the woman he loved but refused to make his bondmate is attacked and left for
dead, powerful lupine shifter Jayce Kazan, regretting his decision, is determined to
save the beautiful human seer and prove that he is the one she should be with--forever.
Original.
When a former nerdy girl hires her wolf-shifter high school crush the reunion gets truly
wild in this romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Some things are worth
waiting for. Like the moment when Jessica Ward "accidentally" bumps into hunky high
school alpha male Bobby Ray Smith and shows him the woman she’s become. A wolfshifter with a Southern drawl, Smitty used to turn Jess to jelly any time he got close.
And while that hasn’t changed, Jess is now the Alpha of her own Pack—and ready to
enjoy a no-strings romp with a big, bad wolf. Smitty is surprised when he meets Jess
again. The sexy wild dog-shifter and CEO who hires his security firm is a million miles
from the lovable geek he used to know. But her kiss is every bit as hot as he imagined.
Jess was never the kind to ask for help, but when someone starts targeting her Pack,
Smitty's not about to turn tail and run. Not before proving that their sheet-scorching
animal lust is only the start of something even wilder.
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy.
He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by ghosts,
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with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor the dead. There are
adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to the
abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the
graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
Livy Kowalski has no time for idiots. When you shapeshift into a honey badger, getting
through life's irritants is a finely honed skill. Until she gets stuck housing her nutso
cousin and dealing with her dad's untimely and unexplained demise. That's where Vic
Barinov comes in - or his house does. Vic can't step outside without coming back to find
Livy devouring his honey stash and getting the TV remote sticky. It gets his animal
instincts all riled up. But he'll have to woo her at high speed: all hell is breaking loose,
and Livy is leading the charge.
"Inspirational historical romance"--Spine.
USA Today bestselling author MaryJanice Davidson has enchanted readers
everywhere with her delicious blend of wicked humor, sizzling sex and a totally unique
vision of vampires and werewolves. Now, in this collection of four sensual novellas,
worlds collide when she brings her beloved Wyndham werewolves together with the
vampires ruled by Undead Queen Betsy Taylor. In three of her most popular novellas, a
Wyndham werewolf finds their perfect—sometimes reluctant!—mate, whether mortal or
immortal. The collection culminates with the highly anticipated original story of feral
vampire George the Fiend, as he meets the only female who can tame the beast
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within—a lovely werewolf. Filled with equal parts of spicy heat and laugh-out-loud
moments, this collection will drive you wild with blood-pounding delight.
“In this remarkable new cookbook, Bergo provides stories, photographs and inventive
recipes.”—Star Tribune As Seen on NBC's The Today Show! "With a passion for
bringing a taste of the wild to the table, [Bergo’s] inspiration for experimentation shows
in his inventive dishes created around ingredients found in his own
backyard."—Tastemade From root to flower—and featuring 180 recipes and over 230 of
the author’s own beautiful photographs—explore the edible plants we find all around us
with the Forager Chef Alan Bergo as he breaks new culinary ground! In The Forager
Chef’s Book of Flora you’ll find the exotic to the familiar—from Ramp Leaf Dumplings to
Spruce Tip Panna Cotta to Crisp Fiddlehead Pickles—with Chef Bergo’s unique blend
of easy-to-follow instruction and out-of-this-world inspiration. Over the past fifteen
years, Minnesota chef Alan Bergo has become one of America’s most exciting and
resourceful culinary voices, with millions seeking his guidance through his wildly
popular website and video tutorials. Bergo’s inventive culinary style is defined by his
encyclopedic curiosity, and his abiding, root-to-flower passion for both wild and
cultivated plants. Instead of waiting for fall squash to ripen, Bergo eagerly harvests their
early shoots, flowers, and young greens—taking a holistic approach to cooking with all
parts of the plant, and discovering extraordinary new flavors and textures along the
way. The Forager Chef’s Book of Flora demonstrates how understanding the different
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properties and growing phases of roots, stems, leaves, and seeds can inform your
preparation of something like the head of an immature sunflower—as well as the lesserused parts of common vegetables, like broccoli or eggplant. As a society, we’ve
forgotten this type of old-school knowledge, including many brilliant culinary techniques
that were borne of thrift and necessity. For our own sake, and that of our planet, it’s
time we remembered. And in the process, we can unlock new flavors from the
abundant landscape around us. “[An] excellent debut. . . . Advocating that plants are
edible in their entirety is one thing, but this [book] delivers the delectable means to
prove it."—Publishers Weekly "Alan Bergo was foraging in the Midwest way before it
was trendy."—Outside Magazine
When Lady Gwendolen is captured by Highland warrior Angus "The Lion" MacDonald,
this fearsome enemy forces her to marry him in order to unite their two warring clans,
which places both their lives and their hearts in great danger.

When a radical hate group targets all humans known to sympathize with
paranormal beings attacks her, December McIntyre reluctantly turns to lupine
shifter Liam Armstrong, who knows how to unleash her wildest desires, for help.
Original.
For the first time together, two of #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan’s most seductive Carpathian tales of savage prey and sensual
predators... DARK SECRET Rafael De La Cruz has spent centuries hunting
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vampires with his brothers, and with each passing year his capacity to feel
emotions has grown weaker and weaker until finally there’s barely even a
memory left—until only sheer willpower keeps him from turning into the very
abomination he hunts. But it’ll take more than will to keep him away from the
woman who is meant to be his and his alone... DARK HUNGER Trapped and
caged, immortal seer Riordan’s honor is compromised by his captors. They’re in
his mind. They’re in his blood. And not one can withstand his desire for revenge.
Then a beautiful woman finds him in his torment. She will release him from his
bonds. He will release her from her inhibitions. Both have a voracious appetite
that needs to be sated. And tonight their dark hunger will be fed...
Determined to sell her family's ranch and return home to Sioux Falls, Casie
Carmichael finds it hard to leave when every stray in the territory ends up in her
barn, an old flame comes back, and she discovers the true meaning of home.
(general fiction).
The Mane SqueezeKensington Books
Eggie Ray Smith may be a wolf and a killer, but he’s one of the good guys in this
sizzling novella by NewYork Times bestselling author Shelly Laurenston . . . LIKE
A WOLF WITH A BONE Quiet little Darla Lewis doesn’t know what to think when
the most-feared member of the South’s rowdiest wolf pack kidnaps her. Does he
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want to protect her or kill her? It could be either! Everyone knows about Egbert
Ray Smith and how dangerous he is. Every pack avoids him, and the U.S.
military uses him as their own killing machine. And Darla is just a nice girl who
likes to bake and occasionally follow the Grateful Dead around. She doesn’t
have time for this sort of foolishness. And yet . . . there is something about Eggie
Ray. He just doesn’t seem as bad as everyone says. In fact, the more she gets
to know him, the cuddlier he seems. Something her overprotective family is not
going to be happy to hear . . . Praise for the Novels of Shelly Laurenston “Hot
and humorous.” —USAToday.com “Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books are full of
oddball characters, strong females with attitude and dialogue that can have you
laughing out loud.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer “A little bit of everything . . .
humor, passion, and suspense with a touch of paranormal.” —FreshFiction
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless
adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who
Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your
brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain science explains all of
this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing
the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is,
in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D.,
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traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing
neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain trauma
were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired
itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured,
IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children
with cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety
disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these
marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and
education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will
permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and human
potential.
When her father places her entire family in danger, honey badger shape shifter,
Charlie Taylor-MacKilligan, tries to protect her sisters and grudgingly accepts the
help of a grizzly bear shifter, Berg Dunn.
A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times Bestseller This stunning fantasy
inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and
the New York Times bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea
Turned to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives
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in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings, her father regales her with
old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the
answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an
extraordinary journey to find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can
change her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and
magical creatures along the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on
her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin, author of the beloved Year of the
Dog and Year of the Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and
friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore, Where the Mountain Meets
the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's
The Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color,
accompany the text throughout. Once again, she has created a charming,
engaging book for young readers.
A leader of an otherworldly clan whose sexual energy is a life force seeks to restore his
dying world by choosing a mate, a quest during which he unexpectedly falls in love with
a woman from an enemy Healer race who would unite their estranged people. (Erotica).
By the author of Vision of Seduction. Original.
After being stabbed in an alley, former Marine Kera Watson is brought back from death
by a supernatural warrior and transformed into one of the Crows, a group of women
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assassins loyal to a Norse goddess.
“Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books are full of oddball characters, strong females with
attitude and dialogue that can have you laughing out loud.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer
Some men just have more to offer. Like hard-muscled, shape-shifting Bo Novikov--part
polar bear, part lion, pure alpha… Ten years after Blayne Thorpe first encountered Bo
Novikov, she still can't get the smooth-talking shifter out of her head. Now he's
shadowing her in New York--all seven-plus feet of him--determined to protect her from
stalkers who want to use her in shifter dogfights. Even if he has to drag her off to an
isolated Maine town where the only neighbors are other bears almost as crazy as he is.
Let sleeping dogs lie. Bo knows it's good advice, but he can't leave Blayne be. Blame it
on her sweet sexiness--or his hunch that there's more to this little wolfdog than meets
the eye. Blayne has depths he hasn't yet begun to fathom--much as he'd like to. She
may insist Bo's nothing but a pain in her delectable behind, but polar bears have
patience in spades. Soon she'll realize how good they can be together. And when she
does, animal instinct tells him it'll be worth the wait… "Non-stop laughter, snark, and
witty banter." –SmexyBooks Praise for the novels of Shelly Laurenston "Delicious, sexy
and wicked fun!" --New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter on Bear Meets
Girl
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a totalitarian future in which everything and
everyone is slave to a tyrannical regime lead by The Party. Winston Smith works for the
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Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big Brother stares out from every
poster, the Thought Police uncover every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with
Julia, he discovers that life does not have to be dull and deadening, and awakens to
new possibilities. Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle overhead, Winston
and Julia begin to question the Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big
Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the mind. For those with original thoughts they
invented Room 101. . .
A pair of shape-shifting Alpha males get their romantic comeuppance in two paranormal
romances--Miss Congeniality by Shelly Laurenston, as a handsome shape-shifter
rescues Professor Irene Conridge from her enemies, and Cynthia Eden's Wicked
Ways, in which the hero helps gorgeous MIranda Shaw escape a killer vampire.
Original.
A seaside village, an English country house, a family of wealthy eccentrics and their
equally peculiar servants, a determined detective - all the ingredients are here for a
cozy Agatha Christie-style whodunnit. But wait - Edward `Mitch' Mitchell is no Hercule
Poirot, and The Back Passage is no Murder of Roger Ackroyd. Mitch is a handsome,
insatiable 22-year-old hunk who never lets a clue stand in the way of a steamy
encounter, whether it's with the local constabulary, or his schoolmate and fellow athlete
Boy Morgan, who becomes his Watson.
A feline shifter finds a man who makes her roar in a novel by the New York TimesPage 10/20
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bestselling author who has “a gift with words and humor” (USA Today). Growing up on
the tough Philly streets, Gwen O'Neill knows how to fend for herself. But what is she
supposed to do with a nice suburban Jersey boy who has a tendency to turn into a
massive Grizzly? Despite his menacing growl and four-inch claws, Gwen finds Lachlan
"Lock" MacRyrie cute and really sweet. He actually watches out for her, and unlike the
rest of her out-of-control family, manages not to morbidly embarrass her. Too bad cats
don't believe in forever. At nearly seven feet tall, Lock is used to people responding to
him in two ways: screaming or running away. Gwen--half lioness, half tigress, all kickass--does neither. She's sexy beyond belief and smart as hell, but she's so busy
protecting her family and friends that she's forgetting about her own safety. Lock
probably shouldn't get involved, but he can't simply walk away. Not when Gwen means
absolutely everything to him. “With a sharp eye for detail, Laurenston manages to
combine Animal Planet and The Sopranos with bonus life-altering roller derby. Fans of
the series will enjoy this latest addition.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Shelly
Laurenston's novels "Bear Meets Girl is hilarious, sexy fun."--Heroes and Heartbreakers
"Fast-paced action and smoking hot love scenes." --RT Book Reviews Top Pick on
Wolf with Benefits
A sexy she-wolf with military skills is locked in battle with her rich-boy boss in this hot
shifter romance from the New York Times-bestselling author… Ric Van Holtz is more
than he seems, nothing you expect--and everything you want. . . When it comes to
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following her instincts, former Marine Dee-Ann Smith never holds back. And this deadly
member of a shifter protection group will do anything to prove one of her own kind is
having hybrids captured for dogfights. Trouble is, her too-cute, rich-boy boss Ric Van
Holtz is making it real hard for Dee to keep her heart safe. He's wanted the fiercely
independent she-wolf from day one, but he never expected their teamwork to be so
explosive. Now is his last chance to show Dee what she needs isn't some in-your-face
Alpha male--but a wily, resourceful wolf who'll always have her back in a fight. . .and
between the sheets. Praise for the novels of Shelly Laurenston "Delicious, sexy and
wicked fun!" --New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter on Bear Meets Girl
"Non-stop laughter, snark, and witty banter." --SmexyBooks on Beast Behaving Badly
Relentless wolf shapeshifters hunt for your pleasure in these sizzling stories by New
York Times bestselling authors Shelly Laurenston and Cynthia Eden . . . LIKE A WOLF
WITH A BONE Shelly Laurenston Quiet little Darla Lewis couldn’t be happier when the
most-feared member of the South’s rowdiest pack kidnaps her. A girl gets real tired of
being overprotected by her own shifter family, and there’s nothing like an oh-so-big bad
wolf to start a pack feud—and unleash her wildest instincts. . . WED OR DEAD Cynthia
Eden Gage Ryder knew his human bride had a wild side. But spending their
honeymoon night on the run from hunters out to finish him and his pack is sure not the
kind of fun he was looking forward to. No problem—Gage will do whatever it takes to lay
bare Kayla’s secrets and find the truth. If he can keep from being captured by his own
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seductive game . . . “Cynthia’s on my must-buy list.” —New York Times bestselling
author Angie Fox “Laurenston continues to dazzle readers.” —RT Book Reviews
View our feature on Katie MacAlister’s The Unbearable Lightness of Dragons. Ysolde
Bouchier is still coming to terms with the dragon part of her, while at the same time
trying to free a friend of Baltic-her Black Dragon lover-from the weyr, get Baltic to meet
with the dragons who want him dead, rescue a half-dragon damsel in over her head,
raise the shade of the man everyone says killed her, and once and for all clear Baltic's
name of the murder charges that continue to plague him. For Ysolde, being a dragon is
starting to bite.
Provides a fictionalized account of young Shakespeare's love life and his maturation as
a writer.
Mace Llewellyn. Brendon Shaw. Two tall, gorgeous, sexy alpha heroes who are 100%
male—with a little something extra. Lion-shifters, to be exact, who can unleash every
woman's animal side and still look good—make that spectacular—in a suit. . .and even
better out of it. . . NYPD cop Desiree "Dez" MacDermot knows she's changed a lot
since she palled around with her childhood buddy, Mace. But it's fair to say that Mace
has changed even more. It isn't just those too-sexy gold eyes, or the six-four, built-likea-Navy Seal body. It's something in the way he sniffs her neck and purrs, making her
entire body tingle. . . Meanwhile, for Tennessean Ronnie Lee Reed, New York City is
the place where any girl—even one who runs with a Pack—can redefine herself. First
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order of business: find a mate, settle down, and stop using men for sex. Even big,
gorgeous, lion shifter men like Brendon Shaw. But she needn't worry, because now that
Brendon's set his sights on her, the predator in him is ready to pounce and never let go.
..
They are the Sentinels. Three races descended from ancient guardians of mankind,
each possessing unique abilities in their battle to protect humanity against their eternal
foes: the Synestryn. Now a warrior weighs the price he will pay for love.... Theronai
warrior Torr has never forgotten Grace, the human who stole his heart and nearly gave
her life to save his. So when he is summoned to the aid of Brenya, the powerful woman
who healed Grace, he is devastated to find that Grace’s cure has left her mind devoid
of any memory of Torr or their love. However, despite not knowing who he is, Grace is
inexplicably drawn to the dark warrior. As they team up to stop the invasion that
threatens the people Grace now considers family, her memories slowly start
resurfacing. But sometimes the past is best forgotten—a lesson that Torr may learn too
late....
In The Mane Event, Shelly Laurenston introduced a whole new breed of heroes--sexy,
shape-shifting hunks who redefine the term Alpha male. Now, in The Beast In Him, one
gorgeous lone wolf is about to meet his match. . . Some things are so worth waiting for.
Like the moment when Jessica Ward "accidentally" bumps into Bobby Ray Smith and
shows him just how far she's come since high school. Back then, Jess's gangly limbs
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and bruised heart turned to jelly any time Smitty's "all the better to ravish you with" body
came near her. So, some things haven't changed. Except now Jess is a success on her
own terms. And she can enjoy a romp--or twenty--with a big, bad wolf and walk away.
Easy. Mace Llewellyn. Brendon Shaw. Two tall, gorgeous, sexy alpha heroes who are
100% male--with a little something extra. Lion-shifters, to be exact, who can unleash
every woman's animal side and still look good--make that spectacular--in a suit. . .and
even better out of it. . . NYPD cop Desiree "Dez" MacDermot knows she's changed a lot
since she palled around with her childhood buddy, Mace. But it's fair to say that Mace
has changed even more. It isn't just those too-sexy gold eyes, or the six-four, built-likea-Navy Seal body. It's something in the way he sniffs her neck and purrs, making her
entire body tingle. . . Meanwhile, for Tennessean Ronnie Lee Reed, New York City is
the place where any girl--even one who runs with a Pack--can redefine herself. First
order of business: find a mate, settle down, and stop using men for sex. Even big,
gorgeous, lion shifter men like Brendon Shaw. But she needn't worry, because now that
Brendon's set his sights on her, the predator in him is ready to pounce and never let go.
. . Seeing is deceiving. And Ric Van Holtz, the wolfishly sexy hero of Shelly
Laurenston’s sizzling, wildly entertaining new tale, is nothing you expect-and
everything you want... When it comes to following her instincts, former Marine Dee-Ann
Smith never holds back. And this deadly member of a shifter protection group will do
anything to prove one of her own kind is having hybrids captured for dogfights. Trouble
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is, her too-cute rich-boy boss Ric Van Holtz insists on helping out. And his crazy-like-afox smarts and charming persistence are making it real hard for Dee to keep her heart
safe.... He's big, burly, and way smarter than your average shapeshifting bear. He's
also about to get trapped by own his game. . . Lou Crushek is a reasonable, mellow,
easygoing kind of guy. But once someone starts killing the scumbags he works so hard
to bust, that really gets under his fur. Especially when that someone is a curvy she-tiger
with a skill set that's turning Crush's lone-bear world upside down--and bringing his
passion out of hibernation. . .
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary
Dubliners through an entire day in 1904. Captivating experimental techniques range
from interior monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
Nikolai Vorislav likes his single life just as it is. Simple, relaxing, and quiet. What he
doesn't need is some foul-mouthed Texas hellcat living in his house, eating his food,
flirting with his idiot brothers, and shooting holes in his home with his granddaddy's gun.
But those long legs, dark eyes, and lethal tongue are making Nik insane and he fears
he may be caught in the sexiest animal trap ever. Angelina Santiago doesn't know how
she got from Texas to North Carolina in a night or how she ended up in some hillbilly
tiger's house wearing only a sheet. What she does know is that she doesn't like good ol'
boys with slow, sexy drawls who can't seem to stop rubbing up against her. Yet in order
to protect her friends, Angie has to stay with a cat who seems hellbent on finding all
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sorts of delicious ways to make her purr.
He's big, burly, and way smarter than your average shapeshifting bear. He's also about to get
trapped by own his game. . . Lou Crushek is a reasonable, mellow, easygoing kind of guy. But
once someone starts killing the scumbags he works so hard to bust, that really gets under his
fur. Especially when that someone is a curvy she-tiger with a skill set that's turning Crush's
lone-bear world upside down--and bringing his passion out of hibernation. . . As a member of
an elite feline protection unit, Marcella Malone has no problem body-dropping anyone who
hunts her kind. But Crush is proving one major pain in her gorgeous tail. The only reason she's
joined forces with him is to track down the wealthy human who's got her entire species in his
ruthless sights. It sure isn't because Crush's stubborn and contrary attitude is rubbing Cella in
all the right ways. . . "Laurenston's characters shine with wit and depth." --Publishers Weekly
on Belong to the Night
New York Times-Bestselling Author: This good-ol’-boy wolf—and ace security expert—serves,
protects and seduces… Sure, Toni Jean-Louis Parker has to be the responsible oldest sister to
a crazy-brilliant clan of jackal siblings. But now she’s cutting loose for some hot, sweaty, nocommitments fun—and the sexy, slow-talking, swift-moving predator assigned to keep her
family safe is just the right thing to shapeshift her love life into overdrive. Trouble is, he’s
starting to get all obsessive wolf on her every time he looks in her direction… Getting serious
about anyone isn’t in Ricky Lee Reed’s plans. Hell, even now he doesn’t really have a
plan—outside of catching whoever is threatening this dangerously brilliant family. But the more
he sees of Toni, the more he’s howling for her. And whatever it takes to convince her that
what they have is everything, well, this wily wolf is down for the sizzling chase… “Hot shapePage 17/20
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shifters and even hotter passion.”—New York Times-bestselling author Gena Showalter “Fastpaced action and smoking hot love scenes.”—RT Book Reviews Top Pick
When the prophesy about a blacksmith ascending to the throne of the Black Hills proves true,
Keeley must protect her younger sister from the enraged sons of the Old King with the help of
the Amichai, kilt-wearing mountain warriors.
International bestselling author P.C. Cast brings us the magical, sensual Goddess Summoning
series, which retells ancient myths with a sexy, modern twist - original, enthralling and utterly
unputdownable . . . It's not green fingers that have kept the Empousai family's roses blooming
for centuries - it's the drops of blood that their women secretly sacrifice for their gardens. But
Mikki would rather forget this family quirk and lead a normal life. Until the day she unwittingly
performs a ritual and ends up in the strangely familiar Realm of the Rose. As its goddess,
Hecate, reveals to her, Mikki has the blood of a high priestess running through her veins. And
the realm has been waiting for her . . . In a long ago flash of temper, Hecate cursed her
Guardian beast with a slumber that only her priestess can undo - and Hecate is counting on
Mikki to set things right. At first the beast terrifies Mikki - but soon he intrigues her more than
any man ever has. But the only way he and the realm can be saved is for Mikki to sacrifice her
life-giving blood - and herself . . .
Alone on her birthday, CC playfully performs a ritual that hurtles her into the body of a mythical
mermaid, but when the goddess Gaea turns her back into a damsel for protection, she aches
for the sea and the merman that stole her heart.
When The Unbearable Lightness of Being was first published in English, it was hailed as "a
work of the boldest mastery, originality, and richness" by critic Elizabeth Hardwick and named
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one of the best books of 1984 by the New York Times Book Review. It went on to win the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize for Fiction and quickly became an international bestseller. Twenty
years later, the novel has established itself as a modern classic. To commemorate the
anniversary of its first English-language publication, HarperCollins is proud to offer a special
hardcover edition. A young woman in love with a man torn between his love for her and his
incorrigible womanizing; one of his mistresses and her humbly faithful lover -- these are the
two couples whose story is told in this masterful novel. Controlled by day, Tereza's jealousy
awakens by night, transformed into ineffably sad death-dreams, while Tomas, a successful
surgeon, alternates loving devotion to the dependent Tereza with the ardent pursuit of other
women. Sabina, an independent, free-spirited artist, lives her life as a series of betrayals -- of
parents, husband, country, love itself -- whereas her lover, the intellectual Franz, loses all
because of his earnest goodness and fidelity. In a world in which lives are shaped by
irrevocable choices and by fortuitous events, a world in which everything occurs but once,
existence seems to lose its substance, its weight. Hence we feel, says the novelist, "the
unbearable lightness of being" -- not only as the consequence of our private acts but also in
the public sphere, and the two inevitably intertwine. This magnificent novel encompasses the
extremes of comedy and tragedy, and embraces, it seems, all aspects of human existence. It
juxtaposes geographically distant places (Prague, Geneva, Paris, Thailand, the United States,
a forlorn Bohemian village); brilliant and playful reflections (on "eternal return," on kitsch, on
man and animals -- Tomas and Tereza have a beloved doe named Karenin); and a variety of
styles (from the farcical to the elegiac) to take its place as perhaps the major achievement of
one of the world's truly great writers.
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An e-book edition of War Horse with movie stills, behind-the-scenes photos, storyboards, and
more! In 1914, Joey, a beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive cross on his nose, is sold to the
army and thrust into the midst of the war on the Western Front. With his officer, he charges
toward the enemy, witnessing the horror of the battles in France. But even in the desolation of
the trenches, Joey's courage touches the soldiers around him and he is able to find warmth
and hope. But his heart aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left behind. Will he ever see his
true master again?
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